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Abstract: There are lots of speed monitoring data in the commercial vehicle monitoring 
system, and the accuracy of the data depends on accuracy of the analysis for driving behavior 
characteristics. In this paper, the driving behavior characteristics for commercial vehicles is 
analyzed so that six common types of errors for vehicle monitoring data are obtained, such as 
false date for time information, outlying high/low speed values, zero-speed signal drift, false 
zero-speed records, outlying acceleration/deceleration values, noise jamming data. Then data 
cleaning rules are made. Finally, we compare data cleaning effect through typical data source 
case. Results show that the data cleaning method is used for fitting the data, and correct the 
error signal from the vehicle driving curves more correspond with the real-world driving and 
road conditions. 

1. Introduction 
With the broad application of Global Position System (GPS), Geography Information System (GIS), 
and wireless communication technology in the safety management of road transportation and the 
improvement of relevant rules and policies, that is to say, commercial vehicles must be all included in 
the monitoring platforms of enterprises and government. Based on technology, law and regulation, the 
real time monitoring of commercial vehicles has been realized in most areas, and lots of monitoring 
data of vehicles have been accumulated, such as the latitude and longitude coordinates, speeds and the 
azimuth angle of vehicles [1]. At present, most commercial vehicles monitoring systems mainly utilize 
GPS satellite positioning system to determine the geographical location of vehicles, realizing various 
functions of carrying out remote monitoring of vehicles by using the Global System for Mobile 
Communications (GSM) and General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) network to transmit positioning 
data and control commands between vehicles and monitoring centers [2]. 

Due to GPS satellite positioning, atmosphere, operational error and signal interruption, some 
errors will occur to original data collected by GPS [3]. Therefore, differences inevitably exit in 
analytical laws of vehicle driving behavior, which is based on the original data. It is necessary to 
cleanse original GPS data. The driving speed of a vehicle is an important factor influencing the driving 
behavior. Besides, it is the core data source of vehicle monitoring system platform. Therefore, vehicle 
monitoring data is chosen as the primary object. Ding et al. applies Wavelet Analysis, which is a 
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mathematical tool, to GPS data denoising treatment according to basic theory of Wavelet Analysis and 
GPS signal noise characteristics [4]. Liu et al. introduces multiple-telemetry equipment recording 
information docking method, delayed channel measurement information supplement method and other 
data repair technologies into GPS information measurement process [5]. Guo et al. proposes an 
approach of GPS supported by clock error prediction model [6]. Miura et al. makes error GPS data 
repaired according to adjacent GPS data characteristics and geometric form of building [7]. 

Few GPS data processing researches focus on driving behaviors of running vehicles and 
developing detailed data clearing rules. The formulate data clearing rules can improve the quality of 
speed monitoring data source, which will provide reliable data sources for future analysis of vehicle 
driving behavioral characteristics and development of driver’s safety operation norms. 

2. Error Analysis of Commercial Vehicle Monitoring Data 

2.1. Monitoring Interface Platform for Commercial Vehicle 
Vehicle monitoring data comes from operated vehicle monitoring platform which is developed by an 
Internet of Vehicle enterprise, which gathers the vehicle’s geological position with a GPS navigation 
system. Through GSM and GPRS, the networks covering the whole nation, GPS data and control 
order are passed between vehicle and monitoring center, thereby realizing functions of vehicle remote 
monitoring across the country. Vehicle monitoring data is the real-time positioning data of operational 
truck which is equipped with vehicle terminal equipment (GPRS communication module, GPS 
positioning module, satellite antenna, vehicle sensor, etc.). It reports vehicle’s equipment condition, 
operational state, geological position (latitude and longitude), instantaneous speed, operating azimuth 
and other real-time information at the frequency of 1Hz. The Figure 1 shows the real-time monitoring 
interface platform. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Real-time Monitoring Interface Platform 

2.2. Error Analysis of Monitoring Data 
There are some errors of GPS data returning the vehicle terminal to the control center. If the data are 
used directly without clearing, the accuracy of vehicle driving behavior analytical results will be 
affected. The causes of vehicle GPS data errors mainly include GPS equipment failures, signal 
blocked by obstacles and human reasons. GPS equipment failure of operating vehicles mainly include: 
the same data or error data are returned within a period of time; stability failure of wireless 
communication devices and GPS receivers, leading to delay of receiving original data, etc. These 
failures gravely affect analytical accuracy. Data collected under failure should be deleted totally; GPS 
emitting device of operating vehicle are easily blocked by high-rising buildings when emitting signals, 
resulting in failed or delayed signal emitting, or when vehicle enters into underground parking lot and 
tunnel, the device is unable to emit data to the control center or signal is interrupted. These data need 
to be identified and cleared; human cause of GPS data abnormality is driver re-starts the equipment 
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within a short period of time, producing ineffective data, which cannot be used or analyzed. These 
data should be deleted. 

Operating vehicles demonstrate distinctive driving behavior characteristics. For example, the driver 
has the limited speed when driving on the way; speed acceleration and deceleration has a range 
according to the vehicle’s operating performance; besides, operating vehicles run stably since all 
drivers are professionals. Therefore, the characteristics of operating vehicle driving behavior can be an 
important principle for formulating the vehicle monitoring data clearing rules. 

3. Cleaning Rule of Speed Monitoring Data for Commercial Vehicle 
Data clearing rule converts “dirty data” into data satisfying data quality requirement or application 
requirement after analyzing the presence cause and the existence form of “dirty data” and detecting 
them with existing technical means and methods, thereby improving data quality of the data set [8]. 
Data clearing takes use of the backtracking idea, analyzing dirty data from the origin and inspecting 
every process of data set flow. Then, it identifies the algorithms, rules and strategies. Finally, these 
algorithms, rules and strategies are applied to data set to find out and clear “dirty data” (see Figure 2). 
 

 
Fig. 2 Data Cleaning of Speed Monitoring Flow Chart 

3.1. Data Cleaning for False Time 
Clearing of time information error data is the first step for clearing the whole operating vehicle speed 
monitoring data. Correct sequence of time information constitutes the premise of follow-up data 
analysis. As shown by vehicle monitoring data collected by GPS, time information error data mainly 
include repetitive recording of information at certain moment and reversed time. If the time of the 
former data is equal to or bigger than that of the latter one, i.e., the difference of the latter data time 
and the former one is equal to or smaller than 0. Time information error data will cause to wrong 
calculation result relating to acceleration value. If speed monitoring data is repeated, the value 
calculated according to the acceleration formula will be infinite large. Thus, clearing repeated data 
information and time-reversed data is the first step for clearing operating vehicle speed monitoring 
data. 

Clearing rules: labor confirms whether the starting time of data is right or not first, and then 
calculates the time difference of former and later data of data source. If the time different is equal to or 
smaller than 0. Then, it is considered that time information of the former data is wrong, which will be 
deleted or the two data will be replaced (such as Table 1). 
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Table 1 Data Cleaning Result of False Time (First Step) 
Plate 

Number 
Time 

Longitude
°

Latitude
°

Speed
km/h

Direction Clearing Rule 

Su BXXX 
2015-03-15 

09:12:20 
120.49547 31.63584 30 EbS 1° — 

Su BXXX 
2015-03-15 

09:12:21 
120.49556 31.63584 31 DE Repetitive 

Recording 
Delete the Row 

Data Su BXXX 
2015-03-15 

09:12:21 
120.49556 31.63584 31 DE 

Su BXXX 
2015-03-15 

09:12:22 
120.49566 31.63584 34 DE — 

Su BXXX …… …… …… …… …… …… 

Su BXXX 
2015-03-15 

09:45:44 
120.49736 31.63584 62 EbN 1° — 

Su BXXX 
2015-03-15 

09:45:46 
120.49774 31.63585 65 EbN 2° Time Reversal 

Swap Two Row 
Data Su BXXX 

2015-03-15 
09:45:45 

120.49755 31.63585 64 EbN 2° 

Su BXXX 
2015-03-15 

09:45:47 
120.49793 31.63585 66 EbN 2° — 

 

3.2. Data Cleaning for Outlying Speed 
The second step of clearing operating vehicle speed monitoring data can be clearing over-threshold 
speed data. When operating vehicles are in the running process, GPS will causes the speed at certain 
point of time returning to the operating vehicle monitoring system platform to deviate from actual 
value under impacts of some factors, always obviously exceeding the maximum speed of operating 
vehicles. It demonstrates distinctive characteristic of jumping. Relevant statistical analysis shows that 
the maximum speed of express way is 100km/h [9]; the Regulation on the Implementation of the Law 
of the People’s Republic of China on Road Traffic Safety, the maximum speed of some operating 
vehicles is 100km/h; because of driving behavioral characteristics of operating vehicles, their 
maximum speed is generally lower than 120km/h even in the speeding state [10]. Therefore, 
considering that operating vehicle may runs at the speed exceeding the limit, the threshold of the 
operating vehicle’s maximum speed is set to be 130km/h. 

Clearing rules: data of speed exceeding the set threshold value in the data source is judged as error 
data of speed exceeding threshold and repaired with the proper interpolation method. For example, 
Figure 3 shows a commercial vehicle presented 2 error data of speed exceeding the threshold 
(130km/h) within 100s intervals (the first data clearing has been completed). Data are repaired with 
three Hermite interpolation values [11]. 
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Fig. 3 Data Cleaning Result of Outlying Speed (Second Step) 

 

3.3. Data Cleaning for Zero-speed Drift 
Clearing data of zero shift of speed can be the third step of clearing operating vehicle speed 
monitoring data. When the operating vehicle stops transportation or is in the idle state for a long time, 
the speed GPS emitting to the monitoring system platform should 0 continuously. However, due to too 
fast response of vehicle terminal or strong interference signal outside, occasionally the speed jumps 
out of 0. Hence, to improve the quality of data source, it is necessary to correct vehicle speed zero drift 
data. 

Clearing rules: non-zero data before and after which the speed is 0 is as suspected zero drift data. 
Then, it checks whether the latitude and longitude of the former data, latter data and suspected data are 
consistent or not. If consistent, the suspected data is determined as speed zero drift data and the speed 
data is corrected as 0. Figure 4 shows a commercial vehicle presented 3 error data of speed zero shift 
within 150s intervals (the second data clearing has been completed). 

 

 
Fig. 4 Data Cleaning Result of Zero-speed Drift (Third Step) 

 

3.4. Data Cleaning Result for False Zero-speed 
Clearing speed zero error data can be taken as the forth step of clearing operating vehicle monitoring 
data. When the operating vehicle’s GPS receives strong interference signals from outside within a 
short period of time, it will cause the speed emitted to the monitoring system platform jumps to 0, but 
the former and latter data is normal, which is called speed zero error data. 
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Clearing rules: define the speed of 0, before and after which the speed is 0, as zero error data. Data 
are repaired with three Hermite interpolation values. Figure 5 shows a commercial vehicle presented 3 
speed zero error data within 100s intervals (the third data clearing has been completed). 

 

 
Fig. 5 Data Cleaning Result of False Zero-speed (Fourth Step) 

 

3.5. Data Cleaning for Outlying Acceleration 
Clearing data of speed exceeding threshold can be taken as the fifth step of clearing operating vehicle 
monitoring data. When the operating vehicle is running, the speed at certain point of time that GPS 
returns to the operating vehicle monitoring system platform presents greater difference with the former 
and latter speed, which is different from the previous types of errors. Then, it is defined as error data 
of speed exceeding threshold. According to the driving behavioral characteristics of operating vehicles, 
the acceleration of operating vehicle in typical driving condition generally does not exceed 2.5 m/s2 
[12]. On the other hand, deceleration of most operating vehicles on dry pavement does not exceed 3.5 
m/s2 [13]. Therefore, speed change rate of -3.5~2.5 m/s2 is set as the threshold value. 

Clearing rules: the data whose speed difference to the former and latter data exceeds threshold is 
determined as error data of speed change exceeding threshold. Proper interpolation method is used for 
repair. And the repaired data are further verified as well. If the value still exceeds the threshold, it is 
corrected as the data calculated based on the threshold. Figure 6 shows a commercial vehicle presented 
2 error data of speed exceeding threshold within 100s intervals (the fourth data clearing has been 
completed). 

 

 
Fig. 6 Data Cleaning Result of Outlying Acceleration (Fifth Step) 
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3.6. Data Cleaning for Noise Jamming 
Clearing noise interference data can be taken as the sixth step of clearing operating vehicle monitoring 
data, which is the final step. Noise interference data is generated when GPS receives interference, 
which causes speed data and position data to fluctuate (random error). The error value is decided by 
instrument performance and operating environment. Generally, the measurement noise value is much 
smaller than deviation values. Therefore, it can used as the last step to de-noise of the entire data 
source, making speed monitoring data better meet driving behaviors of operating vehicles. De-noise 
can be realized through Kalman filter and wavelet transform [14]. 

Clearing rules: after the data source is cleared by the five steps, the whole data source is de-noised 
with the wavelet transform. Figure 7 shows a commercial vehicle’s de-noise clearing results within 
100s intervals (the third data clearing has been completed). 

 

 

Fig. 7 Data Cleaning Result of Noise Jamming (Sixth Step) 
 

4. Case Study for Data Cleaning 
Speed monitoring data of data clearing case study comes from GPS satellite positioning system which 
collected from an operating truck’s vehicle terminal when it was running on a national highway in 
Jiangsu on March 6. 2015. The operating truck is owned by a large logistics company in Shanghai. It 
totals about 80,000 original data. It is noted that when the operating vehicle stops transportation in a 
period of time, the positioning of the vehicle, i.e., latitude and longitude, may remain the same or 
fluctuate within a small range. Besides, the instant speed of the vehicle continues to be 0. In the 
process of original data processing, the research only chooses those data that does not continue to be 0. 
According to the specific characteristics of the data source, i.e., characteristics of the operating truck’s 
driving behavior, clearing rules are established for the data source. 

The selected data source is cleared according to the developed operating vehicle’s speed 
monitoring data clearing rules. The distribution of error information data is counted and consideration 
is taken to the sixth step of clearing rules—de-noising of the entire data source, which demonstrates 
great randomness. Therefore, the first five steps of error information are counted. A total of 29814 
groups of data in the normal transportation situation (including idle state) are chosen, including 1258 
groups of error data, accounting for 4.219% of the total data source. Of the information error data 
source, time errors take up for about 73%, followed by speed exceeding threshold, with an proportion 
of 14%. For the remaining error data, the proportions are similar. 

5. Conclusion 
Vehicle monitoring data collected from an operating vehicle monitoring system platform are much 
richer. However, because of objective reasons facing collection equipments, vehicle monitoring data 
may have some errors. This paper sets up clearing rules for six error speed monitoring data according 
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to the driving behavioral characteristics of operating vehicle, i.e., time information error data, data of 
speed exceeding threshold, speed zero drift data, speed zero error data, speed change exceeding 
threshold data and noise interference data. The research selects speed monitoring data source of an 
operating vehicle on a national highway in Jiangsu as the typical case, summarizing distribution rules 
of general error information. At the same time, it compares and analyzes the effect of data clearing 
rules, finding that the quality of cleared data really reflects the actual operating state of the operating 
vehicle, meeting the driving behavioral characteristics of the operating vehicle to the largest degree. 
Thereby, the research lays a research foundation for further analyzing the vehicle’s driving behavioral 
characteristics as well as formulating the corresponding driver’s safety operational norms. 
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